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Abstract Capturing and detecting viruses require specialized platforms and analysis techniques. The atomic force microscope (AFM) offers not only tremendously
high spatial and topographic resolution, but also allows localizing single molecules
and determining their interaction on a molecular level. AFM makes possible (a) generating nanopatterned surfaces, (b) detecting protein and viral pathogen captured in
these specific regions over time, and (c) gathering information about binding parameters. A section of this chapter describes, for instance, the measurement of kinetic
parameters governing the first step of viral infection – the attachment of a human
rhinovirus to a cell – at the single-molecule level. We review the principles of AFM
and its applications in the analysis of nanopatterned surfaces and protein arrays, in
the detection of proteins and viruses, and in the characterization of the interactions
of these viruses with their cognate receptors under physiological conditions.

21.1 Introduction
The large virus family picornaviridae includes many animal and human pathogens,
among them, three species of human rhinoviruses (HRVs), the causative agents of
the common cold – a well-known, widespread, and recurring disease [1]. The nonenveloped icosahedral virions recognize different types of receptors for cell entry
and infection; the major group binds intercellular adhesion molecule 1 (ICAM-1)
and the minor group binds members of the low-density lipoprotein receptor (LDLR)
family. The receptor of recently identified HRVs, tentatively classified as species
C, is unknown [2]. The minor group species A virus HRV2 and its cognate LDL
receptors are the subject of a series of investigations involving atomic force microscope (AFM). When analyzing interactions such as those between viruses and their
receptors, biological samples require special handling to preserve activity and prevent denaturation. Since it allows the sample to be visualized in its native state and
immersed in buffer solution, AFM suits these requirements very well. The advent
of dynamic force microscopy (DFM) with its lower imaging force modes reduced
the physical impact on the analyte and resulted in a further increase in resolution
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[3,4]. This sensitive imaging method enabled extensive studies of HRV2 in its native
form. In a number of investigations, the virus was attached to a recombinant receptor derivative that, in turn, was immobilized to mica surfaces. In this way, the in vivo
situation was replicated almost perfectly [5].
Molecular recognition force microscopy (MRFM) is the method of choice for
gaining insights into the interaction behavior of two components, for example, of
virus and receptors or antibodies. The MRFM makes evaluating single-molecule
interactions possible. As discussed later in this chapter, an extensive analysis yielded
information on the time-dependent transition of single to multiple bonds between
receptors and virus, and provided real-time statistical data on the distribution of
receptors bound to single virus particles [6].
Deriving the above-mentioned structural and kinetic parameters from individual
virions requires a stable platform providing the following conditions. (a) The possibility of working under near physiological conditions without the need for staining;
(b) use of minute amounts of analyte; (c) high selectivity and specificity for the
force parameters to be determined. If these techniques are to be incorporated into
a “virus-detection platform of the future,” such an instrument should be able to
manage environmental samples and body fluids. Thus far, only a few methods have
shown the potential to generate readout for site-isolated nano- and micro-scale biological entities at the single particle level [7]. Extreme miniaturization will offer
the potential for scanning large and dense libraries of recognition sites with short
diffusion times to screen complex chemical and biological systems. In another section of this chapter, we describe the HRV2–VLDR system that was established on a
planar platform for extensive characterization of the interaction under physiological
conditions, which can be considered a first step in this direction.
Procedures such as nanoshaving, nanografting, and native protein nanolithography (NPNL) were applied to write, read, and erase proteins on a platform, as exemplified in virus-receptor capturing patterns. In addition, non-AFM-related methods,
such as electron beam lithography (EBL), nanocontact printing, photolithography,
and nanodispensing, also demonstrated the potential of nanopatterning biocompatible surfaces (Table 21.1). Despite promising technological achievements and efforts,
these methods have yet to prove their ability to create multiplexed biomolecule
nanoarrays in order to become versatile, highly sensitive high-density setups in the
evolving field of nanotechnology.

21.2 Contact Mode AFM Imaging
Presently, a wide range of scientific fields from molecular biology, solid state
physics, and material science are profiting from the fast evolution of atomic force
microscopy. One of its main domains is the visualization and characterization of
surface properties and conditions, from the micrometer down to the nanometer scale
[36]. A variety of biological samples, membranes, cells, and molecules have been
studied extensively [37]. In detail, its ability to resolve nanometer-sized structures
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Table 21.1 A variety of promising techniques are available that generate nanopatterns with
biological functions
Overview of techniques for generating nanopatterns with biological functions
Technique
Comments/Refs
Nanopatterning
For review see [8, 9]
Soft-lithographic techniques
Microcontact printing (muCP)
Nanoimprint lithography (NIL)
10-nm sized dots [10]
Nanosphere lithography (NSL)
Electron beam lithography (EBL)
100-nm sized features [11].
200 nm–5,000 mm sized vials [12]
3D nanopatterning, based on local activation
of porous silicon [13]
Focused ion-beam lithography (FIBL)
300 nm sized features [14]
Conductive atomic force microscopy (c-AFM)
[15]
Atomic clusters
<3 nm sized features [16]
Nanopatterning and/or probe deposition
Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN)
Programmable nanobuilding blocks
Native protein nanolithography

<100 nm sized features [17–20]
Based on 28 nm sized features generated by
nanobuilding blocks [21]
Can be used for reading, writing, and
erasing protein arrays [22]

Probe deposition
Nanodispensing
Nanopipett

Direct dispensing
Nanopipette capable of dispensing into Ø
300 nm sized vials [14]
Nano eNabler
Printer, based on microcantilevers,
generating >250 nm sized spots [23, 24]
Nanofluidic
[25–29]
Self-addressable probes
The probes can be added in bulk, and they
will find the way to their unique spot(s)
on the chip on their own via a
zipcode–anti-zipcode system [30, 31]
Self-assembling protein arrays
The probes can be expressed in the desired
spot directly on the chip by using
cell-free expression [32–34]
The depicted techniques are classified according to type of nanopatterning and/or probe deposition.
Adapted from [35]

of soft biological samples under near-physiological conditions without the need for
labeling is one of its most striking advantages. Furthermore, the high signal-to-noise
ratio when detecting single molecules and the exceptionally good vertical resolution
must be emphasized.
As a member of the scanning probe microscopy family, the AFM operates by
moving a sharp tip on a micro-scaled cantilever horizontally across a surface.
The line-by-line movement of the piezo over the surface allows recording and
reconstruction of the topographical map of the scanned surface [38]. Interaction
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between tip and sample causes deflections of the cantilever, which are usually
detected by a segmented photodiode. The magnitude of the deflection is registered
by the changes in the angle of a laser beam reflected at the end of the cantilever. In
order to keep the force applied by the tip to the surface at a constant level, the deflection signal is monitored continuously by an electronic feedback loop. If required,
this feedback can be used to adjust the tip–surface distance by varying the voltage
applied to the piezos. This imaging mode, termed constant-force mode, is characterized by continuous contact between AFM tip and sample. However, soft biological
samples are usually prone to deformation or even destruction due to the strong force
induced by the tip. To overcome this, careful force adjustments must be made in
advance by employing force–distance measurements. Thereby, the indentation force
can be reduced to a minimum (e.g., <100 pN) [39].
In contrast to conventional topography imaging, however, strong interaction
forces can be used to manipulate specimen surfaces. As an example of one of the
first controlled nanomanipulations of biomolecules using the AFM, Hansma et al.
demonstrated as early as 1992 the dissection of isolated DNA adsorbed on mica
[40]. The force of the AFM tip applied to the sample was in the range of 5 nN – more
than ten times the normal imaging force. The important role of the indentation force
the AFM tip applies was discovered in several other studies. In one of these works,
the modulation of polypeptide loops of individual bacteriorhodopsin molecules was
analyzed [39, 41]. Bacteriorhodopsin (BR) is a light-driven proton pump packed
into highly ordered two-dimensional crystals called purple membranes [42]. These
membranes are integrated into the plasma membrane of Halobacterium salinarium.
A change in the bacteriorhodopsin surface conformation was revealed, depending
on the force applied by the stylus of an AFM tip (Fig. 21.1). The bacteriorhodopsin
trimer is organized in a trigonal lattice with 6:2 ˙ 0:2 nm side length on the cytoplasmic surface. When the force induced by the tip was kept at low values, around
100 pN, the subunits in the trimer displayed a distinct protrusion (loop connecting
the ˛-helices E&F) from the lipid surface that spanned 0:8 ˙ 0:2 nm (Fig. 21.1a,
upper section and Fig. 21.1b). Subsequently, increasing the applied force to 200 pN
caused the EF loops to bend, providing a “view” of the shorter loops underneath
(Fig. 21.1a, lower section and Fig. 21.1c). This nanomanipulation was shown to be
fully reversible when changing back to lower forces, which indicated that loop EF
is a flexible element in the membrane (Fig. 21.1d). In summary, this work showed
that precise control of the forces applied during the imaging of biological samples
is of great importance and can furthermore lead to new biological insights.
Inspired by the possibilities such experiments open up, researchers have applied
forces in the range of nanonewtons to a variety of surfaces and materials in order to
analyze the influence at the nanometer scale. Nanomanipulations have been used to
investigate (a) many different specimens ranging from metal substrates to polymers,
(b) macromolecular biological assemblies, and (c) even individual biomolecules
[45]. Precise control of spatial dimensions and recently developed applications
for substrates created by nanoindentation have advanced to a very high level. The
diverse field of surface nanopatterning by means of nanoshaving or nanografting is
described in further detail in Sect. 21.5.
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Fig. 21.1 Mechanical modulation of individual polypeptide loops in bacteriorhodopsin (BR). (a)
The cytoplasmic surface topography of the purple membrane. In the region at the top of the image,
the force applied to the AFM probe was 100 pN. While scanning the surface line by line, the force
was increased by 100 pN (a, center-bottom region) and the minimized again to 100 pN (a, bottom
region). The white contour lines mark BR trimers. The force-induced conformational change of
BR is fully reversible [41]. Correlation averages of the cytoplasmic BR surface recorded at 100 pN
(b) and 200 pN (c). Surface regions exhibiting a standard deviation above 0.1 nm are depicted in
red-to-white shades. (d) Interpretation of the force-dependent conformational change of BR. (d,
top) Perspective view of the transitions from low force (100 pN; d, left) to high force BR trimers
(200 pN; d, right). The central trimer is a graded overlay of the left trimer recorded at 100 pN
and the right trimer recorded at 200 pN. (d, bottom) Corresponding topograph; the helices derived
from the atomic model of BR ([43]) are superimposed. The single protrusion evident at low force
(d, bottom left) is identified as the loop connecting helices E and F. The individual protrusions
evident at high force (200 pN, d, bottom right) represent loops connecting helices A and B, loops
connecting helices C and D, the C-terminal end, and what remains of the compressed EF loop.
Surface regions exhibiting a standard deviation above 0.1 nm are depicted in red-to-white shades.
The contact mode topograph was recorded in buffer solution (100 mM KCl, 10 mM Tris–HCl, pH
7.8). Scale bars represent 10 nm (a) and 4 nm (b–d). The topographs exhibit a vertical brightness
range of 1.2 nm (a) and 1.0 nm (b–d). a–c are displayed as reliefs tilted by 5ı . Adapted from [44]

21.3 Dynamic Force Microscopy Imaging
The well-known AFM standard imaging mode, the contact mode, is not applicable to all types of biological specimens. Owing to weak attachment to the support,
proteins might be pushed away or soft samples could be damaged by the AFM
tip during imaging [46]. With the advent of DFM methods such as tapping mode
[47, 48] and MAC mode [49, 50], these problems have largely been resolved. These
techniques are ideal for imaging weakly attached or soft samples.
The development of DFM modes and their capability of studying biological samples in a liquid environment represent an important step in the application of AFM
in the biological sciences. The characteristic feature of DFM methods is that the tip
oscillates close to its resonant frequency while it scans the surface, and touches the
sample only at the end of its downward movement. In tapping-mode AFM, a piezo
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actuator is used to generate cantilever oscillation. To apply a homogenous force on
the surface, the feedback loop electronics keep the amplitude reduction at a constant
value. The amplitude is reduced intermittently, only on contact between tip and sample. These amplitude modulations are used to generate the topographical image of
the scanned sample. Since the tip touches the sample surface only at the very end
of its downward movement, lateral forces acting on the sample are largely reduced
and sample indentation and disruption are minimized [51].
In DFM operation, the parameters important for balancing the feedback are the
oscillation amplitude and the amplitude set point (amplitude reduction). Before
imaging starts, a suitable setpoint with about 20% amplitude reduction is set in a socalled amplitude–distance cycle. Accordingly, an oscillation amplitude of 80% of
the free amplitude is employed during imaging. Usually, oscillation amplitudes are
adjusted to small values of about 5 nm to prevent damage to soft biological samples
[52]. In DFM modes, precise control of the interaction between tip and sample is a
major task. By balancing the involved attractive and repulsive forces, the resolution
can be enhanced substantially [53, 54].

21.3.1 Magnetic AC Mode (MAC mode) AFM Imaging
In MAC mode AFM, the magnetically coated cantilever oscillation is excited by
an external alternating magnetic field supplied by a coil below the sample stage
(Fig. 21.2). The cantilever is excited directly by a magnetic force which features
sinusoidal oscillation at a defined frequency and a spectrum that provides one pronounced resonance peak [54, 56]. Moreover, the signal-to-noise ratio is improved
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Fig. 21.2 Schematic diagram of a MAC mode AFM. MAC mode is a gentle, nondestructive
AFM imaging technique which employs a magnetic field to drive a magnetically coated cantilever,
providing precise control of the oscillation amplitude and the applied force. Adapted from [55]
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dramatically because the magnetic field drives the cantilever directly [57]. With this
type of excitation mode, the background resonances normally visible in tapping
mode are absent, and the amplitude–frequency curve follows closely the characteristics of a damped harmonic oscillator [4]. Adjusting both parameters, amplitude
and frequency, is thus easily done by regulating the current through the coil and
the frequency. This allows sensitive adjustment of both oscillation frequency and
phase response, paving the way for high-resolution imaging [58]. Furthermore, the
oscillation amplitude is, in contrast to the deflection used in contact-mode AFM,
insensitive to thermal drift. Accordingly, MAC mode provides more stable low-force
imaging conditions and reduces troubles due to force drift.
To demonstrate the capabilities of the advantageous MAC mode, it was used to
image native protein surfaces at a resolution, comparable to contact mode AFM [39,
59]. The topographic images in Fig. 21.3a, b show antibodies bound to the hexagonal surface structure of Sendai purple membrane. The coordinated arrangement
of the two antibody Fab fragments on the trimeric lattice of bacteriorhodopsin
molecules is depicted. In this specific conformation, the Fc part of the antibody
rotates freely and is therefore not observable. The Fab fragments appear far from
each other at an angle of approximately 180ı. Fourier analysis of the trimeric
arrangement of the BR molecules within the hexagonal lattice derived a lateral resolution of 1.5 nm from the magnified image (Fig. 21.3b). The particular BR molecules
that are coupled by the two related Fab fragments were marked in black. Contour
lines surround hidden BR trimers covered by the antibody. A three-dimensional
illustration of the high-resolution image shows the BR structures protruding from
the lipid bilayer and the antibody with its two Fab fragments (Fig. 21.3c).

Fig. 21.3 Localization of antibody-binding epitopes on Sendai PM. (a) Topographical image
obtained by DFM of the cytoplasmic side of Sendai PM to which an antibody is bound. The
hexagonal lattice structure of the membrane can be discerned over the whole scan size in this
Fourier-filtered image. The white box indicates the region for subsequent analysis. Image size:
40 nm. Scale bar: 10 nm. (b) The hexagonal lattice structure of BR trimers and the arrangement
of the two Fab fragments of the antibody are clearly visible at higher magnification using MAC
mode. The dotted contour lines trace BR trimers covered by the antibody. The BR molecules that
are engaged by the two Fab fragments of the antibody are marked in black. Image size: 20 nm;
scale bar: 4 nm. (c) Three-dimensional presentation of (b) showing the heights of the structures.
The BR trimers (indicated by dotted lines) protrude 0.8 nm from the lipid bilayer, whereas the two
Fab fragments (see labeling) of the antibody are 2–3 nm in height. Adapted from [59]
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Fig. 21.4 Virus particles adsorbed onto bare mica surfaces. Three-dimensional representation of
a densely packed HRV2 layer prepared by physical adsorption from solution onto mica by using
bivalent cations. The close apposition of the virions results in some deformation. On most of the
virus particles, substructures can be recognized. Roughly 20 protrusions were counted on each
virus particle. Scan size: 80 nm. Adapted from [5]

Another case in which the advantages of the MAC mode are corroborated is the
characterization of pathogens. More precisely, using MAC mode, high resolution
images of densely immobilized HRV particles under near-physiological conditions
were recorded and published (Fig. 21.4). Moreover, even substructure details on the
viral capsids were visualized in buffer solution under physiological conditions [5].
These studies clearly demonstrate that MAC mode is the method of choice when
analyzing the topography of soft and weakly attached biological samples at nanometer resolution under physiological conditions while avoiding significant distortions
and displacements [60].

21.4 Introduction to Molecular Recognition
Force Spectroscopy
Molecular recognition is one of the central principles in numerous biological mechanisms such as the immune response, virus genome replication and transcription, or interactions within cells in general. As a consequence, the emerging field
of nanobiotechnology exploits their selectivity and specificity to develop bioanalytical and biomedical devices such as biosensors [61]. A variety of techniques
are currently available to investigate inter- and intra-molecular forces between
biomolecules. Among these tools, the most popular ones are presently the AFM
[62], optical tweezers [63, 64], the biomembrane force probe [65], and the surface
force apparatus [66]. They are capable of detecting molecular forces ranging from
several piconewtons up to the rupture of covalent bonds in the range of several
nanonewtons [67].
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The potential of piconewton force sensitivity combined with nanometer positional accuracy makes the AFM a powerful tool for exploring the forces and the
dynamics of the interactions between individual ligands and receptors [36, 68].
With this versatile method, many different types of interactions have been studied
either on isolated receptor–ligand systems or the complex unfolding patterns of single biomolecules. By conducting many sequential measurements, single-molecule
force spectroscopy (SMFS) allows determination of distributions of molecular
properties of inhomogeneous systems and enables real-time observation of rarely
populated transients, which are difficult or impossible to capture by conventional
methods [69]. Accordingly, such single-molecule experiments offer several advantages, for example, for investigating the first step of viral infection – the attachment
of a virus to a cell. Section 21.6.2 describes a study in which HRV was immobilized
on an AFM tip via a flexible poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) linker, and the unbinding
forces dominating virus–receptor interaction were measured. Hence it was possible
to count the number of receptor molecules interacting with the virus and to estimate
kinetic rates. In conclusion, the AFM offers one of the most precise force sensors,
capable of mapping and studying single receptors at extremely high lateral resolution on the nanometer scale under near-physiological conditions. Several applicable
functionalization methods have been developed in recent years to couple the growing number of molecules that are of interest for single-molecule spectroscopy to an
AFM tip. Thus, selected chemical approaches for appropriate tethering are described
in the following section.

21.4.1 AFM Tip Chemistry
In contrast to AFM imaging modes, SMFS requires an upgrade of the AFM tip to a
monomolecular biological sensor. Thus, a single biological ligand (or receptor) must
be tethered to the outer apex of the AFM tip in order to detect receptors immobilized
on a sample surface via a ligand–receptor complex formation.
Generating tip-linked probe molecules can be facilitated by using different
immobilization strategies. The optimal coupling protocol depends mainly on the
physical nature of the tip and the ligand to be bound [70]. Nonspecific adsorption of bioligands (e.g., proteins) to the AFM tip can be an adequate approach in
some cases [71]. Since this adsorption is based only on noncovalent, weak bonds
such as hydrophobic interactions, stacking, hydrogen bonds, or electrostatic interaction, it often fails in stability and reproducibility. However, by chemical crosslinking
of tip-adsorbed biomolecules (e.g., using glutaraldehyde), unwanted detachment of
adsorbed ligands can be avoided [72]. The most commonly used way of functionalizing AFM tips is covalent attachment of ligands via bifunctional crosslinkers. Two
approaches have been used in several studies and are described here in further detail.
Using gold-coated tips enables direct attachment of (thiolated) linker molecules
by forming a strong covalent-like thiol–gold bond [70], whereas silicon or silicon
nitride tips need additional activation steps. The latter kind of tip is most commonly
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Fig. 21.5 Aminofunctionalization strategies for silicon or silicon–nitride tips. The APTES (3aminopropyltriethoxysilane) approach is shown in the upper part and ethanolamine hydrochloride
functionalization in the lower part. Adapted from [73]

employed in amino-functionalization using either organosilanes such as APTES (3aminopropyltriethoxysilane) (Fig. 21.5, upper part) or ethanolamine hydrochloride
(Fig. 21.5, lower part). The optimal surface density of approximately 2,000 reactive
amino sites per square-micrometer can be achieved using either strategy [73]. In
fact, the ethanolamine procedure is easier to perform, but comes with side effects,
such as higher chemical stress on the cantilever. In contrast, organosilane coupling
must be performed under rigorously controlled conditions, but results in a very high
and reproducible coating density. APTES is usually coupled via gas-phase deposition, whereas the ethanolamine procedure is performed in solvent. Subsequently, the
amino groups generated on the tip surface are ready to couple the distensible and
flexible linker molecule.
Aside from a couple of small ligands such as biotin [74], the linker molecule
consists of two different chemical reactive end groups. One end of the heterobifunctional linker molecule is usually coupled to the amino groups of the tip,
establishing stable amide bonds. This is done by an activated carboxylic acid (e.g.,
N -hydroxysuccinimide, NHS) binding to the amino groups of the tip, resulting in a
stable amide bond. The other linker end binds the bioligand. Itself a linker material,
PEG is commonly used at a stretched length of about 5–10 nm (assembled of 20
ethylene glycol units). The PEG is a perfectly suited polymer due to its nonadsorptive, nontoxic, and inert properties, and its high elasticity. In SMFS experiments,
this polymer is responsible for the typical nonlinear stretching behavior observed
in the force–distance curve, which allows straightforward discrimination of specific
receptor–ligand interaction from unspecific adhesion. Moreover, PEG allows the
tethered ligand to move and orientate freely, thereby reducing the risk of crushing
the bioligand between tip and surface.
Depending on the chemical nature of the ligand, the second reactive end of the
heterobifunctional PEG crosslinker can vary, so several heterobifunctional crosslinkers have been developed for optimal and stable coupling of individual ligands.
The 2-pyridyldithiopropionyl-PEG-NHS (PDP-PEG-NHS) linker [75] (Fig. 21.6a)
is best suited for bioligands containing a free thiol group (e.g., cysteins). Such
molecules can be bound easily and with high efficiency by forming a covalent
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Fig. 21.6 The heterobifunctional crosslinker typically used in SMFS (left), PDP-PEG-NHS,
allows binding of thiolated ligands or proteins prederivatized with SATP. (middle) Ligands with
amino groups can be bound directly, using aldehyde-PEG-NHS. (right) Hexahistidine-tagged
proteins or peptides can be bound noncovalently using the NTA–Ni2C –hexahistidine complex.
Adapted from [75]

disulfide bond. In addition, prederivatization of thiol-free proteins with SATP [N succinimidyl 3-(acetylthio)-propionate] allows artificial generation of reactive thiol
groups. Since this prederivatization requires a purification step (e.g., via gel filtrations), an adequate amount of protein is necessary. A preferable alternative route
of coupling thiol-free proteins as ligands is the aldehyde-PEG-NHS linker [76]
(Fig. 21.6b), which allows proteins to be bound directly via their lysine residues
(using the primary amine). However, both end groups of this linker are amino reactive, resulting in unwanted loop formation as a side reaction. This can be reduced
significantly by using chloroform as a solvent, because the NHS ester is more
likely to bind the amine groups. In detail, to suppress unwanted cross-reactions,
it turned out to be advantageous to use this linker at a three to sixfold higher
concentration. To stabilize the Schiff base formed, a final reduction step using
sodium-cyanoborohydride (NaCNBH3 ) is required.
This heterobifunctional crosslinker turned out to be ideally suited to flexible
tethering of single HRV particles to an AFM tip. In detail, the aldehyde-PEGNHS linker was used for direct viral particle coupling via their endogenous lysine
residues. The results of these SMFS measurements taken between viral particles and
their associated receptors are described in Sect. 21.6.2 of this chapter. In contrast to
the above-mentioned strategies, site-directed coupling is possible when the ligand
has a hexa-histidine (His6 )-tag. In this case, a four-step protocol has proven to be
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suitable for ligand coupling. After amino-functionalization of the tips, the exposed
primary amine is converted into a reactive thiol using SATP. After a deprotection
step, the nitrilotriacetate-PEG-NHS (NTA-PEG-PDP) linker (Fig. 21.6c) can subsequently be coupled to the tip, resulting in an exposed NTA group. In the last step,
a noncovalent but tight and stable nitrilotriacetic acid .NTA/–Ni2C  ion–His6 protein triple complex is formed. When very high receptor–ligand unbinding forces
are expected (e.g., more than 100–200 pN at a loading rate of 1;000 pN s1 ), NTA
should be replaced with tris–NTA [77], which is known to form an even stronger
triple complex. In summary, the above-mentioned coupling schemes provide a wide
variety of ways to convert a normal AFM tip into a highly specific molecular
biosensor.

21.4.2 Applications of Molecular Recognition
Force Spectroscopy
Force spectroscopy experiments allow the determination of interaction forces
between a tip-mounted ligand and receptor molecules that are immobilized on a
surface. Such interaction forces are measured in force–distance cycles. For this
purpose, the tip approaches the surface vertically at a fixed lateral position and is
subsequently retracted while monitoring the cantilever deflection (Fig. 21.7a).
This deflection of the cantilever is monitored by back-reflecting a laser beam
from the cantilever onto a differential photo detector, which converts the cantilever
movements into an electrical signal. This electrical signal V derived from the photodetector can be converted into force using two conversion parameters. First of
all, the sensitivity of this detector must be measured. To this end, the cantilever is
pressed into a hard surface, and the deflection is monitored during approach. The
slope s of this curve is the sensitivity of the optical detection system. The absolute
cantilever deflection x, in units of length, is calculated by multiplying the photodiode signal with the inverse of the optical detection system sensitivity: x D V =s. It
must be mentioned that the determined sensitivity is only correct when the sample
acts like a hard, nondeformable material, which is often true for purified molecules
attached to a hard surface. In the case of soft cells, the value obtained for the sensitivity may be incorrect due to sample deformation by the tip. In this case, it is
necessary to assess the sensitivity of the detector using a hard support in a separate
measurement. The second and final conversion is done by applying Hooke’s law:
F D kx;

(21.1)

where k is the cantilever spring constant. Details on how to measure the spring
constant are summarized in a recent review [79].
The force resolution of the AFM is, in principle, limited by the thermal noise
movement of the cantilever. For small thermal deflections, the cantilever can be
approximated by a simple harmonic oscillator with one degree of freedom [80].
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Fig. 21.7 Principles of single-molecule force measurements. Avidin was adsorbed onto mica, and
biotin was attached to an AFM tip via a PEG linker. A force–distance cycle was acquired under
buffer conditions. The approach curve (black line) and the retracting curve (red line) are shown.
(a) The force–distance cycle exhibits an avidin–biotin unbinding event in the retracting curve with
an unbinding force of 80 pN (arrow). The parabolic retraction force curve reflects the extension
of the distensible crosslinker–avidin–biotin connection. (b) The specificity of the avidin–biotin
unbinding events is shown in blocking experiments in which avidin is injected into the solution to
block the biotin sites on the AFM tip. As a consequence, the specific recognition signals disappear
and the trace looks like a retrace. Adapted from [78]

According to the equipartition theorem, the cantilever has an average thermal energy
of 1=2.kBT ), resulting in
1
1
k < x 2 >D kB T;
2
2

(21.2)

where kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T the absolute temperature. Inserting this
into (21.1) leads to an expression for the force sensitivity F .
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p
F D kB T k:

(21.3)

For single-molecule force measurements, the best results are obtained mainly with
cantilevers featuring small spring constants (in the range of 0:01–0:10 N m1 ) and
short lengths (<50 m) because they offer lower force noise.
Various features may be distinguished in a force curve. At the beginning of a
force–distance cycle (position 1, black trace line, Fig. 21.7a), the cantilever deflection remains zero. As soon as the tip touches the surface, the cantilever is bended
upwards (position 2, Fig. 21.7a), reflecting the repulsive force between the apex of
the tip and the surface. The cantilever is retracted from the surface (red retrace line,
Fig. 21.7a) when an adjusted maximum force value is reached. At first, this retraction leads to reduction of the cantilever bending until the repulsive force drops to
zero. In the case of receptor–ligand interaction, further retraction of the tip bends the
cantilever downwards, reflecting an attractive force between tip and surface (position 3, Fig. 21.7a). The nonlinear shape of this force–distance is determined by the
entropic properties of the flexible PEG crosslinker. At a certain critical force, termed
unbinding force, the ligand dissociates from the receptor and the cantilever jumps
back to its resting position [81]. If there is no interaction, the retraction and approach
curves look similar (position 4, Fig. 21.7a). The specificity of ligand–receptor binding is usually demonstrated by blocking experiments. To this end, free ligands are
injected into the solution to block the recognition sites on the sample surface. As
a consequence, almost all recognition signals disappear completely (Fig. 21.7b).
Another approach uses a tip functionalized with biomolecules resembling the ligands, but without the specificity for the receptors on the surface. In cell studies,
mutants lacking receptor expression may provide elegant additional control.
Force–distance cycles are typically repeated more than a thousand times, usually resulting in more than a hundred specific receptor–ligand rupture forces, and
finally provide a distribution of unbinding forces. This distribution can be represented by a force histogram or, ideally, by an empirical probability density function
(PDF) (Fig. 21.8) [83, 84]. In the latter case, single Gaussian functions of unitary
area are calculated from the mean and variances of every value of the unbinding force. The Gaussian functions are added up and finally normalized to arrive
at the empirical PDF. The maximum of the distribution indicates the most probable unbinding force at which a single ligand–receptor bond dissociates under the
applied force. The advantage of this representation over simple histograms is that
the data are weighted by their accuracy, thus yielding a better resolution. In addition, the reliability, reproducibility, and specificity of the measured unbinding forces
are confirmed by comparing data obtained using different tips or other samples, and
from blocking experiments.
A recent study by Puntheeranurak et al. [85] demonstrated the potential of
molecule recognition force spectroscopy. The authors proved the presence, and
assessed the dynamics, of plasma membrane transporters in intact cells on the
single-molecule level. The topology, conformational changes, and initial substrate–
carrier interactions of NaC –glucose co-transporter (SGLT1) were probed in living
cells on a single-molecule level. The AFM tips tethered by an epitope-specific antibody directed against the extramembranous C-terminal loop 13 showed significant
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Fig. 21.8 Example of a PDF of the unbinding force observed between a tip-bound transport shuttling factor (importin “) and the related binding sites in the nuclear envelope (black line). The red
line represents the control experiment, in which importin b was removed from the tip by imidazol.
Adapted from [82]

recognition events on SGLT1-transfected Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Furthermore, force spectroscopy results, obtained using 1-thio- D-glucose functionalized AFM tips, provided evidence that, in the presence of NaC , a sugar binding site
appears on the transporter surface.
Another application of molecule recognition force spectroscopy was reported by
Pfister et al. [86]. They confirmed the presence of heat shock protein 60 (HSP60) on
the membrane of stressed cells by detecting, at a high lateral resolution, specific
single-molecule binding events between the monoclonal antibody AbII-13 tethered to AFM tips and HSP60 molecules on cells. The interaction force determined
was 59 ˙ 2 pN, which correlated well with the 51 ˙ 1 pN measured using isolated
HSP60 attached to mica surfaces. In summary, with the help of molecule recognition force spectroscopy, they found clear evidence of the occurrence of HSP60 on
the surface of stressed living and fixed human umbilical venous endothelial cells
(HUVEC).

21.4.3 Topography and Recognition Imaging
Localization and specific detection of receptor binding sites on cells or biological surfaces represents a challenge in the field of biophysics. Very commonly used
methods include several optical techniques that involve immunostaining [42,87,88].
However, the data obtained by these techniques are often far from single-molecule
resolution and lack additional information, for instance, about the topography of
the surfaces analyzed. In this field, AFM has evolved as a key technique for
investigating biosurfaces and intermolecular forces in the piconewton range under
near-physiological conditions [37]. Moreover, it offers unique possibilities by providing high-resolution imaging with excellent lateral precision to analyze individual
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biological molecules on surfaces. The recently developed method termed as topography and recognition imaging (TREC) combines the high lateral resolution in
imaging and force measurements to localize and identify specific binding sites on
various biosurfaces [62, 89, 90].
As in MRFM, the tip must be upgraded to a “smart” molecular sensor by tethering a ligand molecule to its apex. A flexible PEG linker as described in Sect. 21.4
is used to couple the ligand to the tip and facilitates binding to the cognate receptor molecule on the surface. Furthermore, MAC mode is used as the driving force
oscillating the chemically functionalized tip to obtain topography information and,
simultaneously, support recognition events. The MAC mode is characterized by a
magnetically coated cantilever oscillating in an alternating external magnetic field.
In conventional MAC mode, the whole oscillation signal amplitude is used to provide the input for the feedback loop of the AFM. By using TREC, the oscillation
signal is divided into two parts and is processed in different pathways. The lower
part is used to drive a modified feedback loop and to derive the topography image
[91]. The recognition image is constructed from the envelope of the lower part of the
oscillation signal (Fig. 21.9a). A critical parameter of a successful TREC experiment

Oscillation
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Topography
Image

Scan Direction

b
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Recognition Image

Topography Image
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Fig. 21.9 Simultaneous topography and recognition imaging. (a) Signal processing for obtaining topography and recognition images simultaneously. The raw cantilever deflection signal of the
oscillating cantilever is split via the TREC-box into upper parts (corresponding to the recognition image) and lower parts (corresponding to the topography image). (b) Topographical image of
avidin molecules adsorbed to mica acquired with a biotin-tethered tip. (c) Simultaneously acquired
recognition image. A good correlation between topography and recognition was found (solid
circles).Topographical spots without recognition denote structures lacking specific interaction
(dashed circle). Adapted from [91]
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is the Q-factor of the cantilever used for measurements. Too high a Q-factor would
lead to high levels of mutual influence, i.e., crosstalk, between both parts of the
oscillation signal. To ensure, that the upper and lower part of the cantilever oscillation is separated sufficiently, the cantilever should therefore feature a low Q-factor
[92].
For a proof-of-principle experiment, single avidin molecules were adsorbed on
mica surface and a biotinylated AFM tip was used to study simultaneous TREC on
these biomolecules [78]. The topography image on the left side (Fig. 21.9b) shows
spatially separated avidin molecules as bright spots adsorbed onto the mica surface.
The spots where the biotinylated tip interacted with the avidin molecules on the
surface are represented as black dots in the image on the right side (Fig. 21.9c). The
position correlation of avidin molecules in the topography image and the recognition
spots in the recognition image are definite. In detail, this result indicates high-level
accessibility of avidin to the tip-tethered biotin.
With this methodology, topography and recognition images can be obtained
simultaneously and definite receptor sites in the recognition image can be correlated
to structures in the topography image. With the help of versatile tip-functionalization
methods, TREC is applicable to a multitude of ligands. In summary, this approach
offers the possibility to recognize many types of proteins, either in isolated form
or in complex biological structures such as cells and under near-physiological
conditions [93, 94].

21.5 Nanolithography
21.5.1 Applications of Nanolithography
In recent years nanopatterning of biological surfaces has received increasing attention [95–98] in scientific and technological fields. Artificial biological surfaces can
be extremely useful in numerous biological applications, ranging from nanobiochips, tissue engineering, nanobiosensors, and drug screening to fundamental studies of molecular biology and cell interaction [95–101]. Smaller biochips with more
reaction sites and smaller test sample volumes are further key elements offered by
biomolecular nanoarrays. This technology features the potential of higher sensitivity
and throughput screening for molecular diagnostics [102–105]. Evolving methods
such as DNA hybridization arrays establish rapid and efficient monitoring of the
expression levels of thousands of genes for medical diagnosis [95]. Furthermore,
the development of protein nanoarrays offers exciting approaches in the field of
protein-based diagnostics and therapeutics [95, 96]. This wide range of concepts for
the realization of biophysical and biomedical applications is evolving continuously
[95, 96, 98–101].
Several requirements have been derived from these applications. The following common important tasks are prominent in most of them: firstly, one crucial
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issue is the positioning of individual biomolecules within defined regions in or on
a substrate. The region of interest is specified by a defined feature size, shape, and
spacing on the nanometer scale. However, the native biological functionality and
properties should be preserved. Secondly, a point that is often neglected are the
properties of the regions surrounding the substrate. High biomolecular resistivity is
of great importance for proper discrimination between a functional site and a passive region. Fabricating nanostructured surfaces and functionalization with specific
proteins require individual engineering strategies and methods. A variety of promising techniques for generating nanopatterns with biological functions are available.
The fields of molecular surface science and surface chemistry have contributed
substantially and achieved a remarkable level of sophistication [106–112].

21.5.1.1 Fabrication of Nanoarrays
Scanning probe techniques, such as STM [113] and AFM [36], are standard in
microscopy and are important analytical tools capable of imaging surfaces down
to the nanometer scale. In addition to their conventional uses in topographical
imaging [114], scanning probe microscopes have been employed increasingly in
nanolithography. In contrast to AFM, lithographic techniques, such as EBL and
focused ion-beam lithography (FIBL), originally developed for the semiconductor
industry, have been combined with sophisticated surface chemistry procedures to
devise new nanofabrication approaches [115–117]. This interdisciplinary exchange
gives rise to a number of methods suitable for fabricating nanoscale features of
biomolecules. Further techniques for generating nanopatterns have been published,
ranging from bottom-up self-assembly approaches [118–124], Dip-pen nanolithography (DPN) [17–20], conductive AFM [15], scanning near-field photolithography
[125] to stamping techniques such as nanoimprinting lithography (NIL) [10, 126,
127] and NPNL [22, 35, 128–130] (Table 21.1).
Among both the novel and the established methods, only a few are potential
candidates for future techniques in nanoscale pattern formation and template generation. AFM nanolithography, due to its nanoscale positioning and imaging capability,
has proven its ability to create site specific and localized functional structures. Additional morphological, physical, and even functional properties of patterns generated
can be characterized immediately by AFM without transferring the patterned surface to another analyzing system. This combined fabrication and characterization
function of AFM nanolithography implies time and resource-saving in situ creation
and characterization of patterns.
The remainder of this section focuses on nanolithographic approaches, including nanoshaving and nanografting by AFM on planar surfaces. To prepare a planar
surface for AFM nanolithography, the basis should include certain key features
that facilitate nanoshaving or nanografting. Ideally, the substrate is covered by a
homogenous, dense molecular layer to prevent unspecific adsorption to the surface. Furthermore, during the patterning process, the AFM tip should be able to
remove the building blocks completely to provide full accessibility to the underlying
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surface. Molecular layers of bioinert, hydrophilic polymers have been employed
successfully in the fabrication of such surfaces [131]. Dense layers of PEG formed
by self-assembly have proven efficient in shielding large surfaces against proteins
[132,133]. While relatively long PEGs with a molecular mass of 2,000–5;000 g mol1
yield the most biocompatible surfaces and present an attractive surface for the
adsorption of biomolecules, homogenous layers of shorter oligo(ethylene glycol)
chains with 3–6 monomer units are suitable to prevent very efficient protein interactions with the surface [134, 135].
Self-assembled monolayers (SAMs), which are formed by adsorption of an active
surfactant to a solid surface, exhibit valuable adaptive properties to a number of
technologically relevant surface substrates. Widely used systems for modifying the
surface properties of metallic and inorganic substrates are, for instance, thiol-SAMs
deposited on gold and triethoxysilanes on silicon dioxide [136, 137]. The characteristic properties of a SAM, such as its thickness, structure, surface energy, and
stability can be tuned easily. Functional groups for specific interaction can also
be inserted into the building blocks and a variety of methods [138–142] are available to characterize SAMs and other functionalized surfaces at resolutions on the
nanometer scale. In addition to PEG layers and SAMs, several types of resists, such
as proteins, exist which meet the above-defined requirements for coating surfaces
as a basis for nanolithography. Below, two main techniques of preparing structures and patterns in surface resists, namely, nanoshaving and nanografting, are
described [130].

21.5.1.2 Nanoshaving
In principle, nanoshaving is based on a scanning probe microscope lithographic
technique in which a resist material is removed mechanically by an AFM tip to
generate patterns down to the nanometer scale. Important factors that influence the
resolution and sharpness of the pattern borders are dependent on local displacement
by a sharp AFM tip, instantaneous removal of the displaced material, and prevention
of re-adsorption to the created structure [143]. In 1994, Wendel et al. [144] were
among the first to describe the fabrication of holes and narrow line-shaped trenches
down to 50 nm in width in poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) photoresist and in
gold layers.
Figure 21.10a, b shows a schematic AFM-based lithography illustration. To create structures or regular patterns in the surface resist, switching to higher tip–sample
interaction forces is necessary (e.g., several nN). Fabrication locations are usually
selected in regions with flat surface topography, such as plateau areas. To displace
the SAM molecules, the AFM tip exerts high local pressure on the contact area. In
contrast to normal contact mode imaging (using 0.01 GPa), the pressure exerted
by the tip can reach several GPa in the process of nanoshaving. Preventing readsorption of the displaced resist molecules is quite important for achieving sharp
pattern borders. Using solvents in which thiols as a resist possess sufficient solubility, such as ethanol or 2-butanol, makes sharp patterns possible, as shown in
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Fig. 21.10 Schematic diagrams of basic manipulation mechanisms using AFM. The imaging and
fabrication modes are depicted in the top and bottom rows, respectively. Adapted from [143]

Fig. 21.11. In contrast to thiol SAMs on gold, siloxane layers can be patterned using
nanoshaving in various media [143, 145, 146]. Nanoshaving of a homogenous PEG
film on a glass surface is shown as an example in Fig. 21.12. The PEG layer on a
glass surface was characterized by AFM in order to determine the homogeneity and
thickness of the film. AFM has proven to be a sensitive tool for probing the quality
of PEG films [147, 148]. AFM images of the PEGylated (MW of 500 Da) glass did
not reveal any visible surface defects and indicated densely packed surface coverage
(Fig. 21.12a). Subsequently, displacing PEG building blocks in a defined 2,500 nm2
square provided a flat substrate area for determining the thickness of the PEG layer.
The derived step size of 2 nm (Fig. 21.12b) matches well with the thickness of PEG
films in other studies [131, 149, 149–152].
Several applications exploit the advantages of nanoshaving. It has been used
to indirectly immobilize biomolecules on surfaces with SAMs as resists [153–
157]. In other studies, patterned surfaces created by nanoshaving were presented as
templates for directly accumulating thiolated peptide nanotubes [132] and various
proteins on gold substrates [156, 157]. Zhao and coworkers showed that trenches
with lengths of up to 1m and widths of 150 nm are possible, and further immobilization of nanotubes and IgG proteins onto the patterned gold can be achieved.
With their two-step nanoshaving and protein immobilization method, two different
antibodies were bound specifically.
Numerous approaches seem promising as means of fabricating high-affinity
binding spots towards versatile nanopatterned capturing strategies. In summary,
nanoshaving can be employed under ambient conditions that may prove useful when
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Fig. 21.11 The topograph
shows a 160  160 nm2 AFM
scan of a nanoshaved C18
S-SAM assembled on a gold
surface (111). The thiols were
displaced from a central
50  50 nm2 square in
2-butanol. Adapted from
[143]
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Fig. 21.12 AFM analysis of PEG films on glass. (a) Image of a PEG 500 film on a glass surface.
(b) A 500  500 nm2 square was scratched into the PEG film. The step size in the height profile is
2 nm. The scan range is 5  5 m2 for both images. Scanning mode was contact mode. Adapted
from [131]

fabricating multicomponent biomolecular nano structures. An interesting approach
in which nanoshaving is used to create defined receptor patterns to capture receptor molecules for detecting viral particles is described later in this chapter in
Sect. 21.6.3.2.

21.5.1.3 Nanografting
Nanografting [143, 158] is an enhancement to the method of nanoshaving. In comparison to other nanofabrication techniques, nanografting facilitates precise control
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of the size and geometry of patterned structures while generating a second type of
functionalization in that region. Small trenches and pits as wide as 2–4 nm have been
shown [159]. SAMs are the primary aim of surface modification using nanografting.
In principle, the procedure comprises two steps: The nanoshaving process, as
described above, is used to remove the layer of molecules on the surface, while a second surfactant molecule with a greater affinity to the surface than the molecule being
displaced is present in the solvent (Fig. 21.10b). This second surfactant immediately
forms a new SAM in the patterned area and hinders the removed molecules from readsorbing. The requirements for successful nanografting are similar to those for
nanoshaving and involve easy displacement of an existing surfactant and rapid formation of the SAM in the grafted regions. Thiol-SAMs together with gold surfaces
present a favorable combination that fulfills these requirements [130].
The fabrication of two nanografted structures filled with the same SAM is shown
in Fig. 21.13. The cross-section in Fig. 21.13b indicates the difference in height
between the surrounding C10 S matrix monolayer and the grafted C18 S nanoislands.
Furthermore, the possibility of creating structures that feature two different SAMs
separated by only a few nanometers is depicted in Fig. 21.13c. This is confirmed
by the height profile in Fig. 21.13d: Height differences amount to 7:5 ˙ 1:0 and
12:0 ˙ 1:5 Å between the nanografted areas and the matrix monolayer. In recent
years, the progress of nanografting has been adopted by several groups to create
patterned substrates as biochips for capturing specific biomolecules [160–167]. The
following section describes the development of such a bioactive patterned surface.

Fig. 21.13 (a) Fabrication of two C18 S nanoislands (3  5 and 50  50 nm2 ) in the matrix of
a C10S monolayer using nanografting. As shown in the cursor profile (b), the C18 S islands are
8.8 Å higher than the surrounding C18 S monolayer, which is consistent with the theoretical value
for crystalline-phase SAMs. (c) Fabrication of multicomponent patterns using nanografting. The
dimensions of the C22 S (left) and C18S (right) islands are 3060 and 2060 nm2 , respectively. (d)
The corresponding cursor profile shows that the C18 S and C22 S islands are, respectively, 7:5 ˙ 1:0
and 12:0 ˙ 1:5 Å taller than the C10 S/Au matrix monolayer. Adapted from [143]
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21.5.2 Native Protein Nanolithography
Nanografting as a basis for creating nanopatterned surfaces capable of immobilizing fragile biomolecules seems to be a valuable approach. A successful application
of nanografting is herein described using recent work from Tinazli et al. [22].
They showed an elegant design for a biochip based on nanografting histidinetagged proteins bound to NTA-SAMs-covered substrates. As already mentioned,
SAMs are widely used to create monolayer resists on gold substrates in several
protein-capturing methods. The NTA–histidine-tag system they used was originally
developed for protein purification and analysis in the biological sciences and is a
well-known platform. These metal complexes are able to bind proteins tagged with
histidines with high specificity. Alkylthiols with functional NTA residues have been
synthesized to form metal-chelating SAMs [22]. Proteins containing oligohistidinepeptide tags are able to bind with great affinity, thus forming a dense and uniformly
oriented layer on NTA-presenting SAMs [168].
In contrast to conventional nanografting, in which the AFM is operated in contact mode and exerts constant force on the surface, the AFM cantilever is oscillated
in this study [22]. The oscillating tip in tapping-mode nanografting enables easier
switching between the low-force imaging mode, which avoids deformation of the
soft biological surface and the high displacement force mode during nanografting.
The forces for imaging in tapping mode are relatively low, reaching maximum values of 1–2 nN, while the forces applied to remove attached proteins range up to
50 nN.
The principle of the oscillating nanografting process is illustrated in Fig. 21.14a.
Proteasome complexes were used as test proteins in the depicted example. NTASAM functionalized gold surfaces were able to capture this protein complex by
means of a site-specifically tethered His-tag fused to the ˛-subunit. An essential
point is that the SAM beneath the protein layer was not affected in its function
by nanografting, and subsequently captured His-tagged proteins successfully. To
achieve multiplexed lateral organization of proteins, His-tags were fused to different
positions on the proteasomes. Nanografting of the monolayer determined a height
difference of 15 nm where ’NHis6 proteasomes had been coupled to the functional
SAM chips. The “C  His6 proteasome complexes, however, had a homogenously
organized side-on orientation with a height of 11 nm after nanografting. Different
orientations of His-tags on the target protein combined with the so-called erase-andwrite method enable the fabrication of complex proteins assemblies. Figure 21.14b
shows how such a multiplexed, laterally organized protein assembly is generated using a series of different proteins in defined orientation. The composition
of the vertical stripes was achieved by sequentially erasing and grafting layer by
layer of ’N  His6 ; “C  His6 , and finally maltose-binding protein-His10(MBPHis10). The gradual height decrease, shown in the cross-section profile in Fig. 21.15,
indicates the characteristic assembly of a multiplexed protein structure fabricated
using NPNL. This work on writing, reading, and erasing nanopatterns represents
a promising step toward future soft protein platforms, which have the potential to
become high-density nanoarrays with complex multiplexed surface structures.
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Fig. 21.14 Fabrication of rewritable protein nanoarrays on SAMs by means of NPNL. (a) Uniformly oriented His-tagged proteins are removed (“displacement”) using an AFM tip in contact
oscillation mode and substituted either simultaneously or sequentially with other His-tagged proteins (“replacement”). (b) A monolayer of proteasomes is replaced locally by different proteins in
subsequent displacement and refilling processes. Proteins and protein complexes in different orientations (here, “N- or bC-His6 proteasome or maltose-binding protein, MBP-His10 ) are organized
in nanostructured arrays and assemblies (1–4). Adapted from [22]

21.6 Imaging and Force Measurements of Virus–Receptor
Interactions
Detecting and characterizing pathogens under physiological conditions is becoming increasingly important for a multitude of scientific, biomedical, and diagnostic
applications. The ability to capture pathogens, such as viral particles, from solution
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Fig. 21.15 Multiplexed lateral organization of protein assemblies on rewritable biochips. Multiplexed protein assemblies are organized in erase-and-write processes as vertical stripes of sequence
’N  His6 j“C-His6 jMBP-His10 j“C-His6 j’N-His6 (see Fig. 14b.4). The section analysis shows the
characteristic height differences of the proteins. AFM images are topographic, and the z-scale
represents 40 nm. Adapted from [22]

and to immobilize them specifically at defined sites on a substrate is a great opportunity for AFM to reveal its potential in biological applications. This section gives
a short overview of the characterization of surfaces occupied by viral particles and
leads on further to the assembly of nanometer-sized virus detection platforms.
Rhinoviruses and their cognate receptors are described in Sect. 21.6.1 of this
chapter. Section 21.6.2 summarizes recent studies about the interaction between
receptor and virus at the single-molecule level and demonstrates the time-dependent
transition of single to multiple virus–receptor bonds. Sect. 21.6.3.1 describes how
planar receptor-functionalized substrates were used as model system for site-specific
capture of rhinovirus particles from solution with outstanding specificity. Finally,
recent work (Sect. 21.6.3.2) illustrates that the AFM can create nanopatterned
substrates by nanoshaving, which is employed for capturing, detecting, and characterizing virions, using the very same tip and under near-physiological conditions.

21.6.1 Virus Particle Immobilization and Characterization
In contact mode, the most frequently employed AFM mode, a pointed probe scans a
surface horizontally. Therefore, particularly with soft biological samples, the force
applied must be carefully adjusted to a minimum; high forces during scanning might
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result in deformation of the sensitive biomolecules and/or in contamination of the
AFM tip [44, 169]. In DFM, these unfavorable lateral forces can indeed be reduced
to very low values [56]. While scanning the surface line by line, the cantilever is
oscillated close to its resonance frequency at an amplitude of only a few nanometers.
Under these conditions, the tip touches the sample only at the end of its downward movement, thereby minimizing dramatically the lateral forces during imaging.
For these reasons, DFM is perfectly suited to investigating soft biological samples
[60]. For example, DFM was employed successfully in studies of the interactions of
pathogens, such as the HRV, with antibodies or their receptors.
HRVs belong to the picornaviridae family and are, with a diameter of about
30 nm, amongst the smallest viruses known. As the major cause of the common
cold, they are not usually life threatening, but represent an important economic
burden in the form of lost working days and huge expenses for medication that generally only alleviates the symptoms. Three-dimensional structures of several HRV
serotypes have been solved by cryo-electron microscopy and X-ray crystallography
(http://viperdb.scripps.edu/) [170]. The viral capsid surrounding an RNA molecule
of about 7,100 bases consists of 60 copies of each of four polypeptide chains assembled on an icosahedral lattice (Fig. 21.16). In addition to phylogenetic classification,
HRVs are divided into two receptor groups: those in the major group (89 serotypes)
bind human ICAM-1, and those in the minor group (12 serotypes, including HRV2)
bind various members of the LDLR family (Fig. 21.17a, b) [172–174]. By using
cryo-electron microscopy, the binding site of ICAM-1 on major group viruses was
found to be at the base of the canyon, a cleft encircling the vertices at the fivefold
axes of the icosahedron [175]. With the same technique, the binding site of a recombinant fragment of the very-low-density lipoprotein receptor (VLDLR) on the minor
group virus HRV2 was identified; contact residues were derived from the X-ray
structure of the complex [171, 176]. Interestingly, despite great structural similarity
between the two HRV groups, the geometry of receptor attachment is very different; up to five ligand-binding modules of VLDLR attach simultaneously to the five

Fig. 21.16 The reconstructed
structure of HRV consists of
[6] copies of each of four
polypeptide chains assembled
on an icosahedral lattice.
(PDB code: 1V9U) displayed
using VMU (Molecular
Graphics Viewer). Structural
data from
http://viperdb.scripps.edu/
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Fig. 21.17 (a) Scheme of the modular organization of members of the LDLR family. LDLR and
VLDLR have seven and eight terminal ligand-binding repeats, L1–L7 and V1–V8, respectively.
Three epidermal growth factor precursor-like regions (A–C) flank a six-bladed beta-propeller (“)
with YWTD motifs. The adjacent domain (GLYCO) carries O-linked oligosaccharides. The receptors are anchored in the membrane via a single transmembrane domain (TM). The intracellular
C termini carry NPXY clathrin-localization signals. Adapted from [171]. (b) Human Rhinovirus
(HRV) 2/Receptor Fragment Complex. The visualized structure shows the HRV serotype 2 bound
to a fragment of its cellular receptor protein, the very-low-density lipoprotein (VLDL). Structural
data from http://viperdb.scripps.edu/

symmetry-related sites in the virus. This binding most probably occurs in a coordinated manner and involves all five modules [177–179]. Because there are 12 fivefold
axes per viral particle, 12 copies of VLDLR might bind simultaneously [180].
Kienberger and coworkers achieved high-resolution AFM topographs of virus–
receptor complexes (HRV2 complexed with MBP-VLDLR5x3, a recombinant concatemer of five copies of ligand-binding repeat three of human VLDLR fused to
maltose binding protein) with various numbers of attached receptor molecules.
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The virus–receptor interactions were studied in detail and showed that viral particles attach in a specific and site-directed manner to a model cell membrane. The
resolution of AFM topography images of the virus capsid revealed substructures
comparable to those seen in cryo-EM studies [5].
In order to analyze these virus–receptor interactions, an artificial membrane
interface that mimics the cell surface was employed. A supported lipid bilayer containing Ni2C –NTA lipids as functional groups in the outer leaflet was assembled
at high surface density onto mica by using the Langmuir–Blodgett technique. The
specific interaction between Ni2C –NTA lipids embedded in the bilayer and His6 tagged MBP-VLDLR 1–8 receptors (the entire ligand binding domain with all eight
repeats) was used to assemble a planar matrix of laterally diffusing receptor proteins. This led to specific and tight immobilization of the virions [181]. Previously,
Kubalek et al. had used a similar strategy to obtain two-dimensional crystals of a
His6 -taged HIV reverse transcriptase (Fig. 21.18a) [5, 182].
The topographical image in Fig. 21.18b shows a densely packed layer of virus
particles covering the surface after 2 h of incubation. The viral particles are associated in a tightly packed single layer order. In previous studies, it was shown
that Ca2C is required for specific virus–receptor binding [183, 184]. Accordingly,
a densely packed virus layer resulted only when Ca2C was present in the buffer
solution. As shown in the cross-section profile (Fig. 21.18b, inset), the height difference between areas that were covered with viral particles and those that were
not is about 30 nm. The measured height of about 30 nm is in good agreement with
the diameters obtained from X-ray crystallography [185] and electron microscopy
[186]. When zooming into higher magnifications, the topographic images feature a
homogenously packed layer of viral particles with semicrystalline patches extending
over 500 nm (Fig. 21.18c). The orientation of the patches seemed to differ, and
some defect structures were observed. On a smaller scale, a hexagonal arrangement
of virus particles on the model cell membrane was visible (Fig. 21.18d). Kienberger
and colleagues also showed that superposition and averaging of the two-dimensional
virus crystal results in an approximately hexagonal lattice with a mean centre-tocentre distance of 35 nm. In Fig. 21.18d, the average unit cell of the virus is shown in
the inset next to the Fourier spectrum, which illustrates the hexagonal arrangement
of the spots [187].
This method of immobilizing virus particles specifically via receptor proteins
to a fluid supported bilayer turned out to facilitate substantially the detailed topographic imaging of tight, crystalline arrangements of virus particles. To derive
high-resolution images of the virus capsid, direct immobilization of the particles
to the mica surface by means of divalent cations (i.e., Ni2C / turned out to be more
promising, since the soft bilayer compromises high resolution [188]. The Ni2C acts
as a bridge between the negatively charged mica and the virus [55]. The tight fixation of the particles and the use of MAC mode allowed acquiring high resolution
topography images [52]. By carefully adjusting the imaging parameters, such as low
oscillation amplitude and a minimal amplitude reduction, the force exerted by the tip
was reduced to a minimum. The result was an image of a densely packed monolayer
of viral particles, similar to that obtained from the receptor-containing lipid bilayer
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Fig. 21.18 Crystalline arrangement of HRV2 on a receptor-containing lipid bilayer. (a) Sketch
illustrating the specific binding of HRV2 to receptor molecules (MBP-VLDLR1–8) anchored via
His6 -NTA to a lipid bilayer. A high surface density of receptors on the bilayer leads to full coverage
with virus. (b) Large-scale topographical image of a densely packed virus layer immobilized on
a receptor-containing membrane. According to the cross-section profile (inset), the height of the
layer was determined to be 31 nm. Scan size was 4 m. (c) Crystalline patches of virus particles
specifically bound to the receptor-containing membrane. The crystals were oriented differently
(scan size 1:5 m). (d) Hexagonal arrangement of the virions on the model cell membrane at
a scan size of 400 nm. Inset (upper right): the Fourier spectrum exhibits hexagonally arranged
spots (arrows) at frequencies corresponding to the center-to-center distance of HRV2 in the crystal
package. Inset (lower right): averaged three-dimensional representation of the virus arrangement
with a center-to-center distance of 35 nm. Adapted from [5]

above (Fig. 21.19a). The height of the layer (30 nm) was again derived from a
small region not covered by viral particles (Fig. 21.19b). A regularly spaced pattern of 3 nm was observed on almost all viral particles (Fig. 21.19c). This might
reflect protruding loops of the capsid proteins on the virion surface known from
cryo-EM and X-ray imaging and demonstrates the higher resolution obtained via
direct immobilization.
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Fig. 21.19 MAC mode topography images of HRV2. (a) Densely packed HRV2 monolayer. Black
regions correspond to holes, whereas white spots are viruses bound on top of the first HRV2 layer.
The peak-to-peak amplitude of the cantilever oscillation was 5 nm at 8-kHz excitation frequency;
the cantilever spring constant was 0:1 N m1 . The image was acquired at a scan size of 6 m. (b)
Cross-section profile of a homogenous virus monolayer containing a large defect hole. The height
of the virus layer was determined to be 31 ˙ 3 nm. (c) Small scan-size image of single HRV2
particles. The close apposition of the virions results in deformation of the capsids. A regular pattern
of 3 nm can be observed on most of the capsids. Image scan size was 100 nm. Adapted from [52]

In order to investigate receptor–virus complexes, virus particles were again
adsorbed directly onto mica surface via Ni2C in the same way as described before.
Subsequently, MBP-VLDLR5x3 was injected into the liquid cell, and the binding of the receptors to the viral particles was analyzed by AFM. The topographic
image showed individual distinguishable receptor molecules bound to the vertices
of the virus particles (Fig. 21.20). The dimensions of the viral receptors were about
8  1:5 nm2 and are comparable to the dimensions found when immobilizing only
VLDLR receptor molecules on a flat substrate. Up to three receptor molecules per
viral particle were visible on the upper part of the particles, as far as it was accessible
to the AFM tip. Control experiments, which included blocking the virus–receptor
interaction by complexing the Ca2C with EGTA and measurements in the absence
of Ca2C , showed hardly any receptor on the viral particles.
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Fig. 21.20 Imaging of virus–receptor complexes. Receptor–virus complexes with one, two, and
three receptor molecules (arrows). Scan size was 100 nm. The inset shows the X-ray structure
of HRV2 carrying 12 sets of five receptor modules (PDB accession code 1V9U), displayed with
RasWin. Red spots depict the bound receptor molecules on the fivefold axes (arrows). Adapted
from [5]

In conclusion, AFM in combination with low-force DFM modes, such as MAC
mode, enabled stable imaging in buffer solution over many hours without mechanical distortion of virus particles either bound specifically to the model cell membrane
or unspecifically to the mica surface.

21.6.2 Virus–Receptor Interaction Analyzed by Molecular
Recognition Force Spectroscopy
As already mentioned in previous sections, HRV2 attaches to members of the LDLR
family (e.g., the VLDLR) on the cell membrane to initiate infection. It can be
released with EDTA immediately after attachment to the cell, but within some
minutes it becomes tightly bound and nondissociable [189]. This was taken to indicate either recruitment of multiple receptors, thus enforcing an initial bond with a
single receptor, and/or engulfment within membranes, as the virus enters in clathrincoated vesicles [190]. Subsequently, it presumably dissociates from its receptors
upon arrival in the mildly acidic milieu (pH 6.5–6.0) of early endosomes [191];
finally, the virus is delivered to endosomal carrier vesicles and late endosomes, from
where its RNA genome is released into the cytosol.
In this section, we investigate the interaction between HRV2 and the VLDLR
on the single-molecule level. We demonstrate a time-dependent transition of single
to multiple virus–receptor bonds. By conducting many sequential measurements,
our single-molecule force trajectories provide dynamic and statistical real-time
information of the distribution of molecular receptor bonds to single virus particles.
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21.6.2.1 Theoretical Description
In force spectroscopy, an interaction between two partners is probed by applying an
external force. The distribution of measured rupture forces p.F / is given by [192]
0 F
1
Z
0
k.F
/
k.F /
exp @
dF 0 A ;
p.F / D
r
r

(21.4)

0

where k.F / is the dissociation rate under the influence of an external force F and
r is the rate of force loading (r D vkeff , with v being the pulling rate and keff being
the spring constant at the moment of rupture). A single bond connection can be
described by a single energy barrier, which separates the bound from the unbound
state. In this case, the dissociation rate under the influence of an external force is
given by k.F / D koff exp.F xˇ =kB T /. Inserting this into (21.1) shows that the
mode of the force distribution F * exhibits a logarithmic dependence on the loading
rate [193, 194]:
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:
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Multiple bond connections may be broken in two modes of loading: (a) in parallel,
where each bond shares the force, and (b) in a so-called zipper, where the full force
is felt by a single bond until failure, then it is passed on to the next one. Here, we
assume parallel loading, since the force is applied to a single tethered virus particle
bound to multiple receptors. In addition, the long tethers used in this study do not
cause close coupling, therefore all individual bonds can fail independently, and the
force is redistributed among the remaining bonds. Thus, the failure rate of the n
bonded state to n-1 intact bonds is [195]:


F xˇ
;
(21.6)
kn!n1 .F / D nkoff exp
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where koff is the failure rate of a single bond without any force, xˇ is the separation
of the energy barrier from the equilibrium position, and kB T is the thermal energy.
The rate of failure of all N identical bonds is therefore:
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The distribution of rupture forces can be derived by inserting (21.4) into (21.1). It
can be solved only numerically, but an analytical expression can be found for the
most probable rupture force [195]:
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(21.8)
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Note that for n D 1, (21.5) is equal to the well-known single barrier case (21.2). A
direct consequence of the above result is that the rupture force of N bonds is not
N -times the rupture force of a single bond rupture.

21.6.2.2 Unbinding Force Measurements of HRV2–VLDLR Interaction
Molecular recognition force spectroscopy allows studying the interaction between
proteins [196, 197] and, as discussed here in detail, between live HRV2 and the
VLDLR [198]. For this purpose, HRV2 was bound to AFM tips utilizing polymer
linkers. We used an aldehyde-PEG-NHS crosslinker that couples native proteins via
their endogenous lysine residues to AFM tips [199]. The VLDLR was immobilized
on a mica surface using the same protocol as above [198]. Force–distance cycles
of virus-modified tip and receptors bound to mica (Fig. 21.21a) in HEPES-buffered
salt solution with 2 mM Ca2C were measured. Interaction events are represented
as characteristic nonlinear force signals (Fig. 21.21b). These characteristic shapes
originated from the elastic extension of the PEG crosslinker. This made possible
distinguishing specific unbinding events from unspecific adhesion.
Within each ligand-binding module of VLDLR, a Ca2C ion is tightly coordinated
and is essential for virus binding [200, 201]. Indeed, replacing the Ca2C -containing
buffer with a Ca2C -free buffer resulted in a drop in binding probability (percentage of curves displaying an unbinding signal) from 10% to <1% (see inset in
Fig. 21.21c). Re-substitution with a Ca2C -containing buffer restored the binding
probability to its original level. This is proof of the measured force signals being
a consequence of the virus–receptor interaction.
In most force–distance cycles, unbinding events with a unitary unbinding force
value of 82 ˙ 4 pN at a retraction velocity of 300 nm s1 were found. Occasionally,
force signals with multiple unbinding force values were observed, and those were
attributed to ruptures of multiple receptor molecules and one virus particle. The
unbinding events showed two different profiles in the force–distance cycles: (a)
sequential rupture of the receptor–virus bonds (Fig. 21.21c) and (b) simultaneous
rupture of all receptor–virus bonds (Fig. 21.21d). The first case (stepwise rupture)
was found with a frequency of less than 10%. In this mode, multiple receptors
initially bound to the virus. The AFM tip stretches the PEG tethers of the bound
receptors until one of the bonds breaks. The remaining slack in the other tethers
allows the applied force to drop, followed by a short region corresponding to the
loading of the remaining tethers, which finally results in the rupture of the remaining
bonds. However, in the majority of cases, single rupture events with a broad range
of unbinding forces were observed. This can be explained by taking into account
that breaking the first bond leads to a redistribution of force amongst the remaining bonds, and the abrupt increase in the applied load reduces bond lifetime to the
nanosecond level [202]. Therefore, the remaining bonds rupture very shortly after
the first one is broken, and the finite bandwidth of the AFM causes the multiple
bond breakages to be registered as a single rupture event. The distribution of such
force signals showed multimodal behavior (Fig. 21.22a, b).
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Fig. 21.21 (a) Schematic representation of the immobilization scheme used to bind HRV2 to the
tip and MBP-V1-8 to mica, and control of attachment. Tip and mica were functionalized with
ethanolamine hydrochloride and aldehyde-PEG-NHS prior to incubation with virus and receptor,
respectively, and the analytes were fixed by simultaneous application of NaCNBH3 . (b) A typical
force–distance cycle showing the nonlinear stretching of the tether, which allows discriminating
between specific and unspecific events. The inset shows a force–distance cycle after specifically
inactivating the receptor via removal of Ca2C ions. This inactivation is reversible as re-addition
of Ca2C restored the specific binding events. (c) An example of serial rupturing of two receptors
bound to the virus. (d) Force–distance cycles showing instantaneous rupture of single (red), double
(green), triple (blue), and quadruple (cyan) bonds are shown. Note the higher stiffness of the tethers
with higher number of bonds (springs in parallel produce higher stiffness). Figure taken from [198]

The simultaneous rupture force distribution was a function of the period of time
for which the tip was in contact with the surface (encounter time). Using 17-ms
encounter time resulted in a bimodal force distribution with the main peak at 69 pN
and a second peak at 123 pN (Fig. 21.22a). Those peaks were interpreted as the
simultaneous unbinding of one and two receptors, respectively, from a single virus
particle. With increasing encounter time, more multiple receptor–virus unbinding
events were observed. Consequently, the force distribution showed a multimodal
force spectrum. Figure 21.22b shows the distribution at 32-ms encounter time. Peaks
at 149, 203, and 273 pN were observed. Those corresponded to the simultaneous
unbinding of two, three, and four receptor molecules, respectively, from a single
virus particle. This increase in the number of bonds with encounter time is a clear
indication that several single receptors bind sequentially to the virus.
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Fig. 21.22 Distribution of rupture forces (black line) as a function of the contact time. (a, b)
Extending the contact times shifts the forces towards higher values, indicating binding of more
than one receptor molecule. Sums of Gaussians were fitted to the measured curves, yielding an
almost perfect reproduction of the experimental data. (c) Average of instantaneous loading rate
acquired at a certain pulling rate for the different numbers of receptor bound to a virus particle. (d)
Dynamic force spectra of one (solid squares), two (empty squares), and three (solid circles) MBPV1–8 molecules bound to HRV2. The results are very well represented by a Markov binding model
(21.5) for the double bond (green) and triple bond (blue) interaction using parameters derived
from the single barrier model (21.2) fit (red). The error bars account for the uncertainty in the
determination of the spring constant and the uncertainty in finding the most probable rupture force.
Figure taken from [198]

21.6.2.3 Dynamic Force Spectroscopy
As discussed before, the unbinding force of receptor–virus interactions depends on
the pulling rate. By varying the pulling rate, the interaction potential can be probed.
Here, we used pulling rates in the range between 150 and 3;000 nm s 1 . The most
probable unbinding force of single, double, and triple receptor–virus interaction
was plotted against the loading rate. Critical to this analysis is that, for a given
pulling rate, the effective spring constant keff , and therefore also the loading rate r,
is different for single, double, and triple receptor unbinding (Fig. 21.22c).
The most probable unbinding force of a single receptor–virus interaction showed
a logarithmic dependence on the loading rate. Fitting it with the single barrier
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model (21.2) resulted in the separation of the energy barrier from the minimum
xˇ D 0:4 nm and the thermal off-rate constant koff D 0:05 s1 . Even though
the dependence of the most probable unbinding force on the double and triple
receptor–virus interactions seems to follow a logarithmic dependence, fitting them
with a single barrier model would give incorrect parameters. Instead, we used the
parameters obtained from the single receptor–virus interaction (xˇ D 0:4 nm and
koff D 0:05 s1 /, inserted them into (21.5), and calculated the behavior expected
of double (N D 2) and triple (N D 3) receptor virus interaction. The results were
in good agreement with the dynamic force spectra measured for double and triple
receptor–virus interaction (Fig. 21.22d).

21.6.2.4 Kinetic On-Rate Constant Obtained from Force Measurements
Assuming that the virus–receptor interaction can be approximated with pseudo firstorder kinetics, estimation of the kinetic on-rate constant kon from single-molecule
unbinding force measurements requires determining the interaction time  and
the effective concentration ceff , for kon D .ceff /1 [203]. The interaction time
was calculated from the binding probability at different encounter times using
P D Af1– expŒ.t  t0 /g [204], with t0 being the lag time and A the maximum observable binding probability. A is equal to 1 if unbinding events are found
in every force–distance cycle (i.e., binding probability 1). A least square fit resulted
in  D 24 ˙ 1 ms. The effective concentration describes the number of binding
partners (receptor molecules) within the effective volume Veff available for free equilibrium interaction [203]. Veff can be described as a sphere with radius reff , with the
latter being the sum of the equilibrium crosslinker length (3 nm) and the diameter of
HRV2 (30 nm). Assuming four possible binding partners (cf. Fig. 21.22b), kon can
be estimated to be 1  106 M1 s1 . With the kinetic off-rate as determined above,
the dissociation constant KD D koff =kon was calculated to be 24 nM.

21.6.3 Virus Immobilization on Receptor Arrays
The need to detect viral particles in very small sample volumes requires specific
immobilization to target surfaces [128, 205–208]. Label-free readout methods, such
as AFM, provide clear advantages over other methods, which require extensive
sample preparation and labeling. The capability of high resolution topographical imaging and the possibility to create arrays in the nanometer scale by means
of nanolithography are perfectly suited to capturing and analyzing viral particles
[7, 209–212]. In summary, several methods have been used in the past to create
arrays of receptors with dimensions on the submicrometer or even nanometer scale.
For instance, successful application of methods such as photochemical patterning, chemical photolithography, microcontact printing, or microspotting has been
reported in this field by several research groups [160].
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However, these methods are only applicable if the proteins examined are robust
or when only a small part of a more labile protein needs to be active in further
experimental steps. To prepare receptor fields, which should act as highly sensitive
detectors for virus particles, the proteins must be attached in an active and functional state to a solid substrate. The activity of the immobilized protein should be
at the highest possible level. This becomes even more important when the pattern
size is reduced towards the nanometer scale. Thus, specific orientation of receptors
on the substrate is required to ensure their functionality and prevent sensitivity loss
[213–216]. As already noted in Sect. 21.5, the surface surrounding the functional
sites on the substrate should feature high resistivity against unspecific attachment of
biomolecules [130]. Finally, fabrication and readout of biofunctionalized and microor nanopatterned surfaces should be possible under near-physiological conditions.
The following Sects. 21.6.3.1 and 21.6.3.2 describe two different examples of constructing such receptor platforms in order to capture HRV particles from an aqueous
solution.

21.6.3.1 Receptor Arrays for Selective and Efficient Capturing of Viral
Particles
A recently published study [131] reported a successfully applied strategy for selective immobilization of VLDL receptors on micropatterned gold surfaces and subsequent capture of HRV2 particles onto these receptor areas. The ability of
NHS-carboxyl and bis-NTA surfaces to bind receptors, and in a next step, viral particles, was analyzed in this work. To achieve a high surface density of viral particles,
three different coupling strategies were compared (Fig. 21.23). In a first attempt,
viral particles were coupled covalently onto a gold surface via NHS-carboxyl SAMs
in strategy A (Fig. 21.23a). In strategy B, the recombinant VLDL receptor derivative
was immobilized covalently only onto the NHS-carboxyl SAM (Fig. 21.23b). The

Fig. 21.23 Schematic representation of three coupling strategies used for immobilizing viral particles onto gold surfaces. (a) Covalent coupling of viral particles onto NHS-carboxyl surfaces. (b)
Coupling of viral MBP-VLDLR-His6 receptors onto NHS SAMs, and binding of viral receptors
via molecular recognition. (c) Immobilization of the His6 -tagged VLDL receptors onto bis-NTA
SAMs via Ni(II) chelate complexes, and molecular recognition of viral particles. For visual clarity,
simplified structures of the SAM components are displayed. Adapted from [131]
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Fig. 21.24 Schematic drawing of microstructured substrates featuring a PEG layer on the glass
areas and gold surfaces derivatized with a self-assembled monolayer of alkanethiols terminated
with (a) bis-NTA groups and (b) NHS-activated carboxyl groups. For visual clarity, simplified
structures of the SAM components are displayed. Adapted from [131]

viral particles were then specifically captured onto the receptor sites by means of
molecular recognition. Finally, in approach C (Fig. 21.23c), a MBP-VLDLR-His6
receptor, which was coupled to a bis-NTA SAM via a nickel chelate, captured the
viral particle from solution. These experiments also assessed the ability of the PEG
polymer film to prevent unspecific adsorption of viral particles to the surrounding
glass surface.
In more detail, glass substrates with microscale gold continents were produced
in a photolithographic process and subsequently modified with SAMs of carboxyl
or bis-NTA alkanethiols. The surrounding glass support was coated with a dense
layer of PEG (Fig. 21.24). The pegylation step turned out to be necessary in order to
prevent unspecific adsorption of receptor molecules or viral particles to the glass
support. A multistep functionalization procedure enabled coupling of functional
SAMs to the gold continents and covering the glass support with a protective layer
(Fig. 21.25). In the first step, a protective octylmercaptan SAM (Fig. 21.25, step i)
was assembled on the gold sites to protect them against the following modification
steps. Subsequently, this protective SAM was removed by heating the substrates
(Fig. 21.25, step iii) after the PEG layer had formed on the surrounding glass support in the second step (Fig. 21.25, step ii) [133]. The following step consisted of
either the formation of alkanethiol SAMs with carboxyl groups, which must be activated in a further step, or the functionalization with alkanethiols carrying terminal
bis-NTA groups (Fig. 21.25, step vi).
As expected, the coupling strategies varied considerably in density of captured
particles. The final AFM analysis of all three strategies revealed that approach C
featured excellent high densities of captured viral particles (Fig. 21.26b). The MAC
mode image showed a densely packed layer of viral particles on the bis-NTA functionalized gold continent. Minute numbers of particles had adsorbed unspecifically
onto the pegylated glass support (Fig. 21.26a). The functionalized gold continents,
however, were fully covered, which lead to a very high selectivity factor of over
3,30,000.
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Fig. 21.25 Multistep functionalization of gold-on-glass substrates to obtain NHS-carboxyl and
bis-NTA SAMs on gold, and a homogenous protective PEG film on glass. Adapted from [131]

It seems that bis-NTA coupling is superior to NHS coupling because the chelateforming group preserves its capacity to bind receptors, whereas the activated ester
suffers hydrolysis and inactivation [217]. Moreover, when coupled via a hexahistidine tag, the VLDL receptor might be in a more favorable orientation for binding
the viral particles than when tethered more randomly as is the case in NHS binding. The study demonstrates that specific and orientated immobilization of receptors
plays an important role in micropatterned biofunctionalization [216, 218–220].

21.6.3.2 Atomic Force Microscopy-Derived Nanoscale Chip for Detecting
Human Pathogenic Viruses
The study in [128] describes the successful development of a biochip which serves
as a platform for detecting HRV particles. NPNL, as described in Sect. 21.5, was
used to create nanometer-sized patterns of viral receptor spots to capture viral particles from solution. During nanoshaving, the AFM tip–surface interaction force
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Fig. 21.26 The gold surface was covered with densely spaced clusters of viral particles as displayed in a magnified view (a) corresponding to a surface density of 99,200 (3,100 particles per
100 m2 ). In comparison, the very few particles that adsorbed nonspecifically onto PEG areas (b)
resulted in a low surface density of 0:3 ˙ 0:2 particles per 100 m2 ). Adapted from [131]

was adjusted carefully such that the His6 -tagged bovine serum albumin (BSA)
molecules were removed selectively only from an underlying SAM which was left
intact [22]. Subsequently, His6 -tagged very-low-density lipoprotein receptor (MBPVLDLR-His6 / derivatives were added to fill the patterns by means of specific and
oriented binding to the underlying bis-NTA groups of the exposed SAMs. Finally,
the receptor arrays were used to capture HRV2 particles and were read out using
high-resolution MAC mode under native conditions. Several parameters, such as
the kinetic on-rate and the time-dependent binding of the virus to receptor sites,
were derived by continuous analysis of the receptor spots using AFM.
Figure 21.27 shows a schematic sketch of the fabrication of the AFM-based labeland amplification-free detection platform for HRVs. NPNL was applied to reveal
the functional bis-NTA groups beneath a protective BSA-His6 layer. Subsequently,
added His6 -tagged viral receptors diffused into the nanopatterned structures and
bound to the bis-NTA SAM. Finally, the receptor arrays provided highly specific
capturing sites for binding HRV2 by means of molecular recognition.
Ultra-flat template-stripped gold provides the ideal solid support for the formation of mixed alkanethiols SAMs. Such gold substrates feature largely homogenous
flat gold surfaces with exceptionally low surface roughness [168]. After assembling
and activating the bis-NTA SAM, the coverage protein for AFM nanolithography
was added. The His6 -tagged BSA formed a homogenous, dense protective layer on
the functional SAM. Figure 21.28 depicts the full potential of AFM nanolithography to create various nanopatterns with precise control of pattern size and geometry
[143]. The force applied by the tip to the surface was in the range of around 12 nN.
Accordingly, the relatively weak force needed to remove BSA proteins confirmed
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Fig. 21.27 Schematic illustration of AFM-based virus detection. (a) NPNL is used to make free
areas in a layer of antiadsorptive proteins (BSA). The BSA layer is formed on a SAM consisting
of a mixture of thiols terminated with 95% tri(ethylene glycol) (EG3) and 5% bis-NTA groups. (b)
Injection of hexahistidine (His6 /-tagged viral receptors into the AFM liquid cell results in defined
and stable binding to the exposed bis-NTA groups. (c) The immobilized viral receptors detect
cognate viral particles. Adapted from [128]

that the underlying functional SAM was not affected by the lithography process.
The measured height difference of 5–9 nm between the lithographically formed
structures and the surrounding protein layer indicates that a single BSA layer had
formed. The holes in the BSA layer were then filled with His6 -tagged VLDL receptor molecules. The specific and orientated binding of the receptors kept them highly
accessible to the cognate viral particles. As shown in Fig. 21.29a, a 2  2 square
shaped array was created in the BSA layer and readily filled with VLDL receptors as depicted in Fig. 21.29b. Injecting a solution containing viral particles and
incubating for 2 h resulted in densely occupied receptor sites (Fig. 21.29c). The
height increase observed for the recognition spots was about 30 nm. This is in perfect agreement with the diameter of HRVs as determined by other methods [185].
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Fig. 21.28 Gallery of nanopatterns within the structuring matrix of BSA. The size of the holes
ranged from 200  200 nm2 to 2  2 m2 with a depth of 5–9 nm. (a) Single hole with 1  1 m2 .
Scale bar: 400 nm. z-scale: 0–15 nm. (b) 2  2 array, 300  300 nm2 . Scale bar: 300 nm. z-scale:
0–10 nm. (c) 2  2 array, 500  500 nm2 . Scale bar: 500 nm. z-scale: 0–10 nm. (d) 2  2 array,
300  300 nm2 . Scale bar: 400 nm. z-scale: 0–10 nm. (e) Diagonal arrangement of four holes,
2  2 m2 . Scale bar: 4 m. z-scale: 0–8 nm. (f) 3  3 array, 300  300 nm2 . Scale bar: 400 nm.
z-scale: 0–8 nm. Adapted from [128]

Viral particle binding was observed almost exclusively at the preformed receptor
spots. Accordingly, these findings emphasize that the receptor was present only in
the defined areas, facilitating the binding of viral particles.
To derive the binding kinetics of HRV2 to the receptor spots, the nanopattered
region was scanned continuously by the AFM while a solution containing viral
particles was injected (Fig. 21.30) [59]. A selected series of topographic images
showed the obvious time-dependent binding behavior of the virions (Fig. 21.30a).
Monitoring the indicated area for about 2 h revealed an initial lag phase followed
by a logarithmic increase in the number of bound viruses (Fig. 21.30b) [221]. The
time course of virus binding was described by a pseudo first-order kinetic model,
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Fig. 21.29 In situ receptor filling and virus detection. (a) 2  2 array of rectangular shaped holes
(5 nm in depth; 250  250 nm2 / made in the BSA layer. The scan size was 1:8  1:8 m2 . z-scale:
0–20 nm. Scale bar: 500 nm. (b) Injection of VLDLR1–8-His6 (100 mg ml1 final concentration)
led to specific binding to the holes. The holes were completely filled, as observed in the crosssection profile (lower panel). Incubation time was 30 min. z-scale: 0–25 nm. Scale bar: 500 nm. (c)
Human rhinovirus serotype 2 (HRV2; 10 mg ml1 final concentration) was injected, and specific
binding to the preformed VLDLR pattern was observed. The height of the virus spots was about
30 nm (cf. cross-section profile showing the height of the sample along the solid line). z-scale:
0–30 nm. Scale bar: 500 nm. Adapted from [128]

because the viral particles in solution were in excess over the receptor molecules
tethered to the surface. Accordingly, the resulting kinetic on-rate constant was
kon D 6:2  105 M1 s1 .
Finally, binding specificity was assessed using another, related rhinovirus –
HRV14. This virus belongs to the major receptor group and uses ICAM-1 as a
receptor. Hence, no binding of HRV14 to the recognition spots was observed. In
conclusion, a highly specific platform for detecting HRV particles was successfully
developed that shows potential for the usage as a biochip in diagnostic applications
and biomedical research.
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